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Finding the best Android wallpapers and backgrounds for your device can be difficult. There are a ton of apps that have wallpapers, but it's hard to find really high quality stuff out there. There are several apps that offer up HD Android wallpapers and wallpapers for Android. There are other
sources such as blogs, forums, Google collections and other interesting places. We have a mix of everything to help you find the best HD and HD Android wallpapers out there. Of course, you can always search for 4K wallpapers on Google Search as well!4k AMOLED wallpapers No
AdsAbstructImgur and RedditResplashSphaeraTapetVectorify da homeWalliWallPix and UltraPix'edgePrice: FreeThis one has one of the least creative names of any wallpaper app. However, it actually delivers the goods. The app contains a bunch of high-resolution wallpapers suitable
primarily for AMOLED (and regular OLED) displays. Most wallpapers are 50% or more black for maximum dark space. In addition, the app boasts a small but growing number of 6k and 8k wallpapers as well. Some other features include HDR wallpapers, different viewing options, and, best
of all, no premium version or advertising. We think it's a winner. AbstructPrice: Free/$1.99Abstruct is one of the new wallpaper apps with 4K (or better) wallpapers. Here are all the wallpaper OnePlus from various devices of artist Hampus Olsson. The artist has added a few extra wallpapers
and all future OnePlus wallpapers will be here. There are over 300 total wallpapers. The choice is small, but colorful and sharp. Most wallpapers are abstract or in one form or another. This is a good source of 4K wallpaper. Imgur and RedditPrice: Free and free/$3.99 per month/$29.99 per
yearImgur and Reddit are excellent sources for HD and UHD wallpapers. These two apps go hand in hand, actually. Reddit users posting wallpapers commonly use Imgur and the most high-resolution wallpaper on Imgur are usually posted somewhere on Reddit. Both apps are free and fairly
easy to use. Reddit has a bit of a learning curve if you're not already using it. There are a bunch of subreddits with good wallpapers for mobile devices, desktops, etc. Those who really hunt for great UHD, CHED, HD, or any kind of wallpaper should definitely check out these. You can find all
kinds of great collections. The DeviantArt site is another great place like Reddit for qhd Android wallpapers and 4k wallpapers. ResplashPrice: Free /Up $14.99Resplash is a wallpaper app for photography lovers. It has over 100,000 photos. Developers add more often as well. Some of the
app's other features include a simple Material Design user interface, app themes and curated photo collections. You can find a lot of really good things here. In addition, photos tend to be much larger than HD, xD, even UHD. Sure, download more too, but it's this You pay. You can even
change the layout settings if you like. You won't find any super unique abstract-looking material here. However, the photos almost always look great. SphaeraPrice: $0.99Sphaera is one of the new sources of OHD Android wallpaper and 4k wallpaper. It's actually a neat little idea. The app
has a bunch of cards stylized under the wallpaper. There are a bunch of places to choose from and there are a number of customization options as soon as you have a choice. It's also AMOLED and OLED friendly and includes live support wallpaper as well. It's a new app, but people seem
to already like it. TapetPrice: Free /Up $19.99Tapet is an interesting app. Instead of providing Android wallpaper, it allows you to create your own. The app lets you choose some colors and some patterns. Then it generates wallpaper for you. The wallpapers created in this way are made to
allow your device to be resolved. This means they will be HD, XD, or any other of your phone. There is also a randomizer that creates fun, random things. New updates add new templates and more fun stuff. It's a free app and the wallpaper looks pretty good. The premium version opens up
all possible templates, but the free version has many options too. Vectorify da homePrice: FreeVectorify yes Home is the newest app on the list and an excellent source of high-resolution wallpaper. The THe app is a bit like Tapet, but simpler. The app has a number of vector charts. You
choose one, choose foreground colors and background, and set it as wallpaper. Being able to choose the colors you want means you can go with bright and colorful or AMOLED-friendly if you want with any graphic in the app. It's also completely free and open source at the time of writing.
WalliPrice: Free /Up $2.50Walli is a great app for HD and HD wallpaper. It has a bunch of categories, including photography, abstract, word art, and all kinds of other things. The app highlights various artists and most of the wallpapers available are unique to this artist. It also has categories,
different sorting options, and more. The app is more or less free with some additional purchases in the app. Most wallpapers are much more than xD. There is a similar wallpaper app called Wally that isn't half bad either, but we like this Valley a bit more. WallPix and UltraPixPrice: Free with
in-app purchasesWallPix is a surprisingly decent app for 4k and qHD wallpapers. It has a decent enough choice of wallpaper for all devices, but especially for AMOLED devices. In addition, it has a whole section for the Samsung Galaxy Note 10 Plus that works with the camera to kick the
hole. Another good option for those with Galaxy S10 and S10 Plus phones can try Hidey Hole. Either way, it's a simple but effective app and all the wallpapers we've tried looked good test devices. The pro version removes ads and you only have to pay for it once. The same developer also
makes UltraPix, which is basically identical to WallPix, but primarily for the Galaxy S20 series of devices. SedgeCen: Free with in-app purchases'edge is a kind of McDonald's wallpaper app. It's super popular, it's everywhere, and its content ranges from horrible to amazing. The app has
high resolution images, but it also has a lot of low-resolution images, so finding good things can take a minute. Sedge also has arguably the best selection of ringtones, tone notifications and alarms of any app in the Play Store. Anyway, you can find a metric ton of wallpaper here, and some
of them are actually high-resolution. If we missed any great HD Android wallpapers or wallpapers for Android, tell us about them in the comments! Wallpaper for live wallpaper is not quite the draw that they once did. Once it seemed like one of the features Apple products don't have, it's
since fallen into obscurity a bit. This does not mean that live wallpapers do not have fans. The cult following is huge and certainly palpable. There are a ton of live wallpapers and we're going to take a look at the ten best live wallpaper apps for Android. Of course, this is totally subjective, so
if there's a good one you'll want to share with other readers, post it in the comments! Price: $1.99Picogram is a pretty unique live wallpaper. It uses your current location and stylized map as a background. The map changes as you move to different places, so it's always something else
when you drive around the city. There are a number of customization options, including different colors and OLED mode if you like darker. You can also install this in one place as wallpaper instead of moving around like live wallpaper. We have seen several complaints but nothing significant
and the application worked perfectly in our testing. Forest Live WallpaperPrice: Free /Up $5.00 Forest Live Wallpapers are delightful live wallpapers for lovers of tangible design. It features a minimal forest scene that swings in the wind. You can customize the colors to suit your theme or
tastes. It also disappears day in and day out, has a parallax effect, and more. He used to make weather information as well. However, the popularity gained the developer removed from his account OpenWeatherMap. That's not good news. It's still very good, though. Especially if you're
looking for simple apps for live wallpaper. Giraffe PlaygroundPrice: Free/$2.50Giraffe Playground is a developer on Google Play. They make two live wallpaper apps. First, it's really fun to watch live wallpaper. It shows you the actual time. This makes it functional as well. Second A little more
interesting. This is to make your own wallpaper app that uses a similar watch structure. He's going through a recovery in this this It should be pretty awesome after all. The main one is Hypno Watch Live Wallpaper. We recommend you try that one first. KLWP Live Wallpaper MakerPrice:
Free/$3.49KLWP Live Wallpaper Maker is one of the best live wallpaper apps. This allows you to make your own. This gives you the editor of WYSIWYG. It's pretty easy to use. Some customization features include a watch, Google Fit data, weather, system information, and even an RSS
feed. There are also some great graphics settings that you can play. The free version comes with most features. Go pro network you're deleting ads and some advanced features. He has a few mistakes. It's nothing too serious, though. Maxelus Live WallpaperPrice: FreeMaxelus is a
developer on Google Play a ton of gorgeous live wallpaper apps. Some of the most popular ones include a space colony, a supermassive black hole, alien shapes, a symphony of flowers, and more. Most of them are space themed. They also have some customizable elements such as
color. There are over a dozen live wallpapers available. They won't hit you. However, Moscaic 3D live wallpapers are very excellent. Muzei Live WallpaperPrice: FreeMuzei Live Wallpaper is one of the iconic live wallpapers. It doesn't move and do a bunch of things like normal live wallpaper
apps. Instead, it automatically replaces your wallpaper with classic artwork. You can also throw in your favorite photos. It comes with Android Wear support. In addition, tons of other applications have Muzei support. It's one of the best, no doubt. Oajoo Device Information WallpaperPrice:
FreeOajoo Device Information Wallpaper shows system information on your home screen. It will show the use of the processor, the use of storage, temperature, battery and other information. It displays everything in a close but useful style. You can customize the colors the way you want. It
also has support for pills. This is one of the new live wallpaper apps. However, this seems to work pretty well with a minimum number of errors. We expect it to improve over time. WalloopPrice: Free with ads / Up to $8.49Walloop features a lot like a traditional wallpaper app. This is not just
one live wallpaper, but a repository of varieties for a whole bunch of them. You can browse through various categories, including AMOLED, Seasonal, Nature, Anime, Abstract, and various others. The app also supports a plethora of resolutions up to 4k, making it one of the few good
sources for 4k live wallpapers. The app has ads as well as in-app purchases, but ads aren't too bad, and in-app purchases don't either. This is a good place to view some live wallpaper. Sound WavePrice: FreeSound Wave is One unique (and free) live wallpaper. The wallpaper is alive
features like an oscilloscope of sorts and creates waves when it hears things into the microphone. It's basically it, and it's a very simple premise. We'd like the extra customization options, but The idea is surprisingly minimal and funny. In addition, the battery leakage is negligible. It's nice if
you want something a little more ostentatious than the wallpaper, but you don't want something so flashy that it's distracting. Water Garden Live WallpaperPrice: Free/Up to $1.49Water Garden Live wallpaper is good for water lovers. It has excellent effects of rippling water, beautiful fish,
and different nature scenes. Water splashes can be a bit excessive. However, many of these things are customized. It also has tablet support. There really isn't much to do with that. It's just a fish pond and splashes. It's just very smooth and looks really good. You can pick it up for free.
Additional features are available as in-app purchases. If we missed any great live wallpaper apps for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Lists!
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